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Global Power and the Moon: Five of the six billion people on Earth produce less than 2,500 S/year-person of Gross World Product. GWP growth is severely limited by the high cost, low availability and reliability, environmental damages, and political uncertainties of conventional fossil, nuclear, and terrestrial renewable power systems. In 2000 the World Energy Council challenged all decision makers to enable the equivalent of 6.7 kWt/person of thermal power within two generations1. This implies 67 TWT, or ~20 to 30 TWe, of sustainable electric power by 2050. Twenty-five power systems were reviewed to select which could:
- sustainably provide 20 TWe to consumers;
- profitably sell electricity for < 0.01 $/kWe-h;
- be environmentally neutral, even nurturing; and
- use understood technologies.

The analyses indicated that only the Lunar Solar Power (LSP) System could meet these requirements within the 21st Century.2, 3

LSP System: The Moon dependably receives 13,000 terawatts of solar power. 3, 4 Power stations on the east and west limbs of the Moon can convert a few percent of this dependable solar power into beams of microwaves. Those beams can dependably deliver more than 20 terawatts of the needed clean, safe, low-cost commercial electric power to receivers on Earth. Relay satellites in orbit about the Earth can supply load following power to receivers when the receivers cannot view the Moon. Each power station consists of tens of thousands of power plots.

The figure depicts several prototype power plots. A power plot consists of solar cells (#1), underground wiring (not shown), microwave generators (#2), and microwave reflective screens (#3). The microwave reflective screens (#3) of the power base overlap, as seen from Earth, to form a microwave lens that is 30 to 100 km in diameter. The cells, wiring, generators, and screens are made primarily from lunar materials and assembled by mobile (#4, #5) and fixed factories (#6) that are deployed from Earth. Making most of the plot components from lunar materials significantly reduces the need for transport from the Earth to the Moon. More versatile factories (#6) can make significant fractions of the production machinery (#4, #5, #6) from lunar materials. This further reduces the mass of components and machines that must be transported to the Moon.

Exploration: LSP establishes the Earth and the Moon a two-planet economy. Lunar exploration can be conducted as a large-scale and long-term component of permanent human habitation of the Moon. Power, people, and resources will be available to support active seismology, deep drilling, systematic exploration of the surface, and long-term studies of the interaction of the Moon with the Earth and the solar system. Lunar geophysical laboratories can be free of terrestrial contamination. LSP industries can construct telescopes (radio, optical, UV, etc.) and powerful radars for probing the Earth, other bodies of the solar system, and performing experiments on space plasmas. Cis-lunar facilities and transport, combined with lunar power and materials, will enable large scale and safe exploration of the inner solar system.